TOY# 482

NAME: Going Places Floor Puzzle

PIECES: 49 (including box)

AGE: 3 +

LEVEL: preschool kinder

PRICE: $13.99

MANUFACTURE: Melissa & Doug

LINK:
https://sl.ocls.ca/uhtbin/cgisirsi/x/0/0/57/5/0?searchdata1=289415%7BCKEY%7D&searchfield1=GENERAL%5ESUBJECT%5EGENERAL%5E%5E&user_id=WEBSERVER

DESCRIPTION: 48 puzzle pieces
1 box

CHILDREN AND PLAY: Children’s fascination with “things that go” is enhanced by this set of puzzles. By working individually or in groups, children can explore the world of transportation while incorporating fine motor and spatial skills.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT:
- Fine Motor Skills
- Cognitive Skills: Pre-Math Skills
- Spatial Skills
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